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Berenberg Macro Flash 

CONFIDENT FEDCONFIDENT FEDCONFIDENT FEDCONFIDENT FED    

In her testimony to the US Senate yesterday, Fed Chairman Janet Yellen sounded confident about progress in the 

labour market, which has accelerated around the turn of the year. Cheap oil provides an additional stimulus, in 

particular for domestic consumption. Low inflation, foreign risks and the strong dollar allow the Fed to remain 

“patient” before raising rates, which means that, as long as this guidance is maintained, it will wait for at least a 

couple of meetings. Dropping the guidance at the 17-18 March meeting could thus imply a first rate hike in June. 

We expect the Fed to be only a little more patient than that, forecasting a first hike by 25bp in July, followed by a 

series of small quarterly hikes which will take the Fed funds rate to 2.0% by the end of next year. A beginning 

interest rate hike cycle could cause wobbles for financial markets, but we expect the Fed to be as cautious as pos-

sible to avoid disrupting the hitherto robust US recovery. 

 

CHINA MANUFACTURING BOUNCECHINA MANUFACTURING BOUNCECHINA MANUFACTURING BOUNCECHINA MANUFACTURING BOUNCE    

In February, sentiment in China’s manufacturing sector brightened slightly for a second month in a row, reflect-

ing additional moderate domestic stimulus as well as a strengthening recovery in Western export markets and 

cheap oil. The HSBC manufacturing PMI climbed from 49.7 to 50.1, confounding consensus expectations for a 

small decline. We expect Chinese growth to slow gradually as the economy matures and switches gradually from 

investment and export-led growth to more consumption-driven expansion, with GDP growth probably falling 

below 7% in 2016. Global tailwinds such as extremely low interest rates and cheap oil should support the economy 

and Chinese authorities have all the levers in their hand to avoid a hard landing. 

 

GREECE: TOUGH TROIKAGREECE: TOUGH TROIKAGREECE: TOUGH TROIKAGREECE: TOUGH TROIKA    

Having submitted itself to continued reform oversight from the EU, the IMF and the ECB, the new Greek govern-

ment has plenty of work and probably more U-turns ahead of itself to get the pending €7.2bn aid tranche re-

leased. Eurozone finance ministers yesterday approved the extension of the bail-out agreement for four months, 

which crucially allows the ECB to continue supporting Greek banks. However, the list is only a starting point for 

negotiations over the next two months. Without the green light from the “three institutions”, Athens will not get 

the funding instalment it needs to stay afloat. 

 

Letters from the IMF and the ECB to the Eurogroup revealed the “institutions” scepticismLetters from the IMF and the ECB to the Eurogroup revealed the “institutions” scepticismLetters from the IMF and the ECB to the Eurogroup revealed the “institutions” scepticismLetters from the IMF and the ECB to the Eurogroup revealed the “institutions” scepticism, stating that the 

new Greek government’s list of reforms deviates significantly from the commitments made by the previous gov-

ernment. In her letter, IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde specified the lack of commitment to pension and 

VAT reform as well as the potential for reversals of the opening up of sectors of the economy, administrative re-

forms, the privatisation programme and labour market reform. The IMF seemed less open than the ECB to replac-

ing agreed commitments with new policies such as the fight against tax evasion and corruption, which the new 

Greek government is prioritising. We expect more U-turns from Greece to secure funding, although these may be 

bitter pills politically for Prime Minister Tsipras’ double-populist coalition. If successful, this would bring the 

Greek policy outlook almost back to where it was in November 2014, however with a weakened economy. Unfor-

tunately, policies that would strengthen investment and job creation beyond the November 2014 outlook, such as 

tax cuts and further labour market deregulation, do not seem to be on the cards. On that basis, Greece’s recovery 

may fall further behind that of Ireland, Spain and Portugal. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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